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The Angel Therapy Handbook
**Synopsis**

Doreen Virtue has taught her Angel Therapy Practitioner course since 1997, helping thousands to learn the skills of spiritual healing and psychic readings in concert with the angels and archangels. Now, she has amassed the tools, secrets, and exercises that she teaches her students in a comprehensive handbook. Whether you’re a professional healer, or just want to polish your natural spiritual gifts, this handbook is a vital reference tool that you can refer to again and again.
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**Customer Reviews**

As one of Hay House’s blogger reviewers, I get to choose the books I review and I have the freedom to write whatever I want about each one. I had no interest in reviewing "The Angel Therapy Handbook" by Doreen Virtue for months. I like the material from Hay House’s inspirational authors, such as Louise Hay’s affirmations, Wayne Dyer’s words on the power of intention, or Cheryl Richardson’s extreme life makeovers. All with practical tips on how to live a better life. But talking to angels seemed a bit bizarre to me. You can get messages from angels?? Really??Then I attended Hay House’s I Can Do It conference in Pasadena this Fall. I noticed many authors had workshops in regular sized conference rooms. Doreen Virtue drew such a big crowd that they put her in the main auditorium for her workshop. "Maybe there is something to this angel stuff," I thought, as I watched a stream of people going into Doreen’s talk. Though I didn’t hear Doreen speak that weekend, I decided when I got back home to check one of her books out. In the introduction of "Angel Therapy" Doreen explains how she connected with angels at a young age. "I was teased for being weird and
different," she writes, "I rarely shared my odd experiences with others in order to avoid additional ostracism." I liked this personal biography to start the book, and I came away believing that Doreen really does communicate with angels, even if the idea seemed foreign to me. After sharing her personal experiences, Doreen gives a very thorough explanation of what an angel is, the different types of angels, and how they communicate with us.

If I had to summarize "The Angel Therapy Handbook" by Doreen Virtue in a couple of words I would say "generous" and "empowering". Doreen Virtue has been featured on Oprah, CNN, The View and many other talk shows and venues. She holds several degrees in psychology and counseling to name a few. She has been naturally clairvoyant since birth. Doreen has written many books and this book is putting it all together in one comprehensive 240 page package I feel everyone can benefit from. It is my pleasure to tell you a little about what you can gain from reading "The Angel Therapy Handbook". My previous exposure to Doreen Virtue includes owning her book, "Archangels & Ascended Masters" and enjoying her "Healing with the Angels Oracle Cards" and "Goddess Guidance Oracle Cards". I also have visited some of her work online by watching videos and reading articles. When you begin to study spirituality Doreen’s name comes up quickly as the "Angel Authority" and honestly her presence even from pictures IS Angelic. While she has spoken and interacted with Spirit and Angels since birth it was an experience in 1995 that made her KNOW she had to pursue this field and listen closely. You can read about it on her website or in the introduction of "The Angel Therapy Handbook". It is a powerful story of how important it is to listen to your guidance and how fortunate she was to get another chance to do so. Doreen teaches many workshops and also offers online courses as well as has a voluminous array of books and materials. She is represented by Hay House which says a lot in itself and she has a wonderful reputation worldwide. I have had friends get certified by her in "Angel Therapy" and see her in person and each has told me nothing but wonderful things about her as a person.
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